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Classic Takes: Project Veritas Confirms My
Reporting On Fauci & DARPA
A new DARPA report shows: the U.S. government has lied to the American people about
everything related to COVID
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Project Veritas released a trove of documents today that originated from DARPA — which is the

secret research & development wing of the U.S. military. The military documents directly
contradict Dr. Fauci’s testimony under oath to Congress regarding “gain of function”
bioweapons research — and reveal much more.

The documents outline how Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance approached DARPA in March
2018 with a request for funding “gain of function” (bioweapons) research using bat

coronaviruses. The proposal was ultimately rejected by DARPA over safety concerns — though
DARPA did not voluntarily share these documents with the American public while Daszak and
Fauci misrepresented their research work on a daily basis in the national media for two years.

There are bombshells everywhere you look in these documents — particularly in the report for
the Department of Defense’s Inspector General written by DARPA fellow and Marine Corps
Major Joseph Murphy. The �rst sentences of Murphy’s report state: “SARS-CoV-2 is an

American-created recombinant bat vaccine, or its precursor virus. It was created by an
EcoHealth Alliance program at the Wuhan Lab of Virology…” This tells you right away that not
only Dr. Fauci but the U.S. intelligence services and the U.S. corporate media have been
deliberately lying to the American public for two years about everything related to COVID.

Major Murphy seems to con�rm this nightmare scenario in a curious sentence at the end of his

report: “The massive “Manhattan Project”-level of information suppression executed by the
government and the Trusted News Initiative indicates that it would be covered-up if something
bad happened.” Major Murphy seems to be asserting that the U.S. government has collaborated
with the vast majority of corporate media outlets to deliberately and knowingly mislead the
American people about the COVID pandemic.

James O’Keefe asked DARPA the following question: “Who at DARPA made the decision to bury
the original report? They could have raised red �ags to the Pentagon, the White House, or
Congress, which may have prevented this entire pandemic that has led to the deaths of 5.4
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million people worldwide and caused much pain and su�ering to many millions more.” Who
thinks that an honest answer to that question will ever be revealed?

O’Keefe is not the only one who has asked DARPA some troubling questions recently. Three

months ago, DARPA began directly responding to some of my tweets regarding their role in
Moderna’s mRNA vaccine. The responses came from DARPA’s o�cial Twitter account. Here’s a
sample:

DARPA was apparently quite proud of the fact that it provided grant money to Moderna for
vaccine development. It did not occur to them that it’s an unprecedented con�ict of interest for
the U.S. federal government to be coercing Americans into getting an experimental vaccine

when the supposedly private company that creates the experimental vaccine is basically a
subsidiary of the federal government.
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DARPA wanted to assure me that no federal con�ict of interest rules had been violated. This
seemed preposterous to me since DARPA was actively investigating why Moderna had obscured
its funding provided by DARPA for the new vaccine!

In fact, the federal government is most likely the actual owner of Moderna’s COVID vaccine. My
response was a bit cheeky.

Why was DARPA interested in experimental DNA vaccines in the �rst place? Since when does
DARPA get involved in healthcare?
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Well, it turns out that DARPA is actually interested in an implantable microchip “that can
change human DNA.”

Here’s where things get very dark and very interesting. In a 2019 article title “The Government Is

Serious About Creating Mind-Controlled Weapons” the author Ed Gent explains that DARPA
wants to genetically “tweak” human beings. How is that possible? The article explains that
DARPA “plans to use viruses modi�ed to deliver genetic material into cells — called viral vectors
— to insert DNA into speci�c neurons that will make them produce two kinds of proteins.”

Are you awake yet? They want to use viruses that have been modi�ed to deliver genetic material into
your cells to change your DNA. How would that work? The article explains:

The �rst type of protein absorbs light when a neuron is �ring, which makes it possible to detect neural
activity. An external headset would send out a beam of infrared light that can pass through the skull and
into the brain. Detectors attached to the headset would then measure the tiny signal that is re�ected from
the brain tissue to create an image of the brain. Because of the protein, the targeted areas will appear
darker (absorbing light) when neurons are �ring, generating a read of brain activity that can be used to

work out what the person is seeing, hearing or trying to do.

The second protein tethers to magnetic nanoparticles, so the neurons can be magnetically stimulated to
�re when the headset generates a magnetic �eld. This could be used to stimulate neurons so as to induce
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an image or sound in the patient's mind. As a proof of concept, the group plans to use the system to
transmit images from' the visual cortex of one person to that of another.

The words that should stick out for you are: magnetic nanoparticles. That’s usually another name

for: graphene oxide. There are numerous reports that graphene oxide is an undisclosed
ingredient showing up in the experimental vaccines. If that’s true, then the question must be
asked: why is such a thing being distributed secretly into the population (without their consent)
using the experimental vaccines?

Let’s be clear what we do know now: American taxpayers actually paid the Chinese Communist

Party to create COVID-19. Fauci and Peter Daszak and Dr. Ralph Baric did everything they could
to create this bioweapon. When things “went bad” the U.S. government actively suppressed the
truth to the American people about its origins. Then the U.S. government actively suppressed cheap
cures like Ivermectin and HCQ in order to push experimental vaccines being developed by
DARPA. (How many people died because of that decision?) The American corporate media also
actively collaborated with the U.S. federal government to suppress the truth about COVID —

including by branding honest journalists as “conspiracy theorists” who accurately reported the
truth.

These are the broad outlines of a criminal conspiracy the likes of which we have never seen
before. The vaccine mandates are a direct assault on the concept of “informed consent” and
violate the most basic tenets of the Nuremberg Code. The United States government has been

caught conducting the largest unauthorized medical experiment in the history of mankind. It’s
not just that the mRNA vaccines are “leaky” and don’t work well — it’s that they produce the very
spike protein which was considered too toxic for research purposes in the �rst place.

Major Murphy’s report states this problem explicitly: “Decisions with regards to the vaccines do
not appear to be informed by analysis of documents. The main points being that […] the DoD

rejected the [EcoHealth] program proposal because vaccines would be ine�ective and because
the spike proteins being inserted into the variants were deemed too dangerous (gain of function);
and that the DoD now mandates vaccines that copy the spike protein previously deemed too
dangerous.”

We’ve already injected that spike protein into 206 million people in the United States.

May heaven help us.
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“Some journalists write with pens, she writes with knives.” — Vicchus

“You are the female version of Tucker Carlson. You have been prescient about so many things
it's almost scary.” —F. Lawrence Coleman

“You and Glenn Greenwald are the best in terms of current journalism. You and Lara Logan in
terms of fearlessness!” —Mac T.

“When all is said and done, Emerald is going to be hailed as this century's Edward R. Murrow.”
—Don Reed
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Ed McGee Ed’s Newsletter Feb 12

This makes me sick, our government is trying to turn us into robots, with them in control. I have never
trusted our government, but now we have to be very careful what we accept from it. In my opinion, our
government should be dismantled one agency at a time, and start over. With guidelines in place to
root out the dirtbags and evil sob's in place now. If they are caught breaking any rules they are put to
death. No more Pelosi's, Schumer, Biden's. No more uniparty and no rino's.
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Margaret Golden Feb 12

What can I say to a journalist who has written such a detailed, informative, important Substack article.
The deception that has been done to the American people and all of the nations of the world is
abhorant. Many of us have followed this for many years and thank you for putting together DARPA and
its role with Fauci et al. No matter how much we try to spread the fact that the faux vaccines kill..so
many just followed and we have seen so many deaths initially and now so many more deaths from
turbo cancer, heart issues, immune disorders etc. The mad scientists were so devious as to put time
and distance between the faux shot & death so as to make it look like it’s not connected. Then there
is the “Booster brigade” who advocate for people every 6 months to take another death shot and
blatantly go on TV and say this to people. And pediatricians & drs are still pushing it and knowingly
some pediatricians are getting incentivized if a certain percentage of their young patients are
innoculated with this dangerous shot. Common sense & critical thinking where art thou? Question
everything and never ever lockstep. Thank you for your wisdom�🦋�
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